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Mobile Web Survey 
February 2010 

 

Mobile marketing encompasses a wide array of technologies and channels : apps, websites, text messaging, and 

advertising. Circle44 Mobile’s web survey, focuses on the websites specifically designed for the mobile handset.   

During the inaugural January survey, we looked at how the top US brands and web sites were using the mobile web 

to connect with consumers on the go.  The highlights from automotive, food & beverage, retailers, and travel sectors 

were covered.  This month, we review what’s changed and dive into industry trends for restaurants and newspapers. 

The overall mobile-friendly web market grew about 6% between January and February. This is a clear response by 

brands to adapt to consumer’s demand.  While the diverse paths to access a mobile-friendly website remain a 

challenge to consumers, the biggest percentage growth area was redirects to mobile from the brand/company’s main 

website.  This increase, 9% over January, is a move in the right direction for the industry. 

Among the 1200 domains analyzed, one quarter of them had a website with content and layout targeted at a mobile 

phone user.  Redirecting the main domain name to the mobile site was the top access method at 14% and 

m.company.com followed at 12%. 
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WHAT’S CHANGED? 

Over the past 30 days, there have been some major brands expanding into the mobile web space including Jenny 

Craig and Edward Jones.  Insurance agency Progressive relaunched their mobile website with a more full branded 

experience and a complementary iPhone app.  The ASPCA launched a new site at aspca.mobi and, although not 

100% complete, it provides information on specific pets available for adoption in the New York City area.  Movie 

rental giant Netflix has also joined the mobile-friendly web with a mobile-focused site allowing customers to search for 

movies, add them to their queue and view what’s next up in the queue. 

Interestingly, a few companies seemed to have dropped out of the mobile space over the past month.  Staples and 

Accenture are no longer redirecting visitors to their mobile site from any of the tested entry paths, including those that 

worked previously.  Both companies were using a third-party service, which is still available, but not easily accessible 

at this point.  While a handful of companies removed access paths to their mobile sites, thirty-seven sites in the 

survey made it easier to access their mobile content by adding redirects from the site home page or sub-domains. 

TOP US BRANDS 

During January, top US brands held steady and 

expansion was limited.  This diverse group of CPG, 

retailers, manufacturers and non-profits continues to be 

above average in their use of mobile.  Top brands like 

Heineken and Head & Shoulders created new mobile-

targeted websites to connect with their mobile 

consumers. 
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RESTAURANTS 

One surprising area where mobile-web has not taken 

strong hold is within the restaurant industry.  Of the top 

400 restaurants in the US, only 17% have a mobile 

website, putting this sector well below the overall 

average.  As one might expect, 75% of the top 20 

restaurant chains currently have mobile websites.  

Burger King’s mobile site not only provides a full menu 

with nutritional information (if you dare look), but also 

nicely integrates smart phone GPS into their locator to 

tell users where the nearest BK is, even if you don’t 

know your current location. 

NEWSPAPERS 

While much of mobile web development is focused on 

providing location information for those on the go, 

content providers, such as newspapers, help us fill our 

down time with easy to access news, sports and more.  

By far the newspaper sector is the most dominant 

provider of mobile web content. Of those surveyed, 

only 5 of the 25 papers are not providing some mobile 

content.  In addition to articles, papers offered stock 

quotes and charts, weather and real-time traffic through 

Google maps. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The February 2010 Circle44 Mobile survey was conducted during the final week of January 2009.  All data was 

collected based on the experience of an iPhone user visiting the selected websites.  The 1700 US brands used came 

from a variety of sources including BrandWeek, Restaurant and Institutions Magazine, and Wikipedia.  Top brand lists 

were based on the best available data at the time of the survey.  To create the best equity possible, brands that were 

created with staggered release timing, such as movies and video games, were not included in the survey. 

The main domain for each brand, as reported by a Yahoo search, was examined through five versions: the domain 

itself, mobile.domain.com, m.domain.com, domain.com/mobile and domain.mobi.  The resulting page was analyzed 

to determine if it was in fact a mobile-friendly web page.  For the purposes of this survey, mobile-friendly is defined as 

a site designed specifically for a smaller screen, less than 640x480. 

ABOUT CIRCLE44 MOBILE 

Circle44 Mobile, a unit of DigiKnow, is a mobile marketing agency that develops campaigns, systems and tools to 

connect people with clients’ ideas and products through mobile technologies. We are experts in knowing their 

customers and how these customers use technology. Equally important, we are experts in knowing how to use 

creativity to leverage insights and in how to deliver the technologies to exploit them.  

Often referred to as the third-screen, mobile phones, and more specifically smart phones, have already become a 

part of our everyday lives.  Circle44 believes that this expansion will continue to the point that Internet-enabled 

phones will be the only kind of phones the next generation of consumers will ever know.  Because of this, Circle44 is 

continually learning and adjusting its digital marketing recommendations to meet ever-changing market.  From mobile 

web, to applications, from text-messaging to mobile advertising, we know the mobile space and how it can be 

engaged for client success. 

 


